
School Focus 
List your SEP Goals or Priority Areas: 

Why did you choose these to focus on?  
Students, Staff, Parents, APORI, SOSQ, RVS…

Actions 
PL and Other Strategies or initiatives 

Impact and Evidence 
What was the Impact? Did it move your learning 
community? What did you see/hear? 

2018/19 Year in Review One Pager        Name/School: ______________________________________ 
Gets you… to reflect on the process of identifying the needs in your school, creating goals toward these needs, choosing actions and initiatives toward them and finally reflecting 
on artifacts and evidence to determine next steps.  

Keep in mind… each step or phase is comprised of many steps and feedback and empathy for a variety of stakeholders. Learning isn’t always linear and siloed into phases, you 
may find your team looking ahead and looking back as you move through the year. 

Hindsight  
What was learned?  What new questions emerge?

Foresight:  
What are the next steps? 



DEFINE your Questions pg. 57 
RVS Priority Areas: Inclusion, Instructional Practices, 
Student Engagement and Making Learning Visible. 

(Phrased as Questions on Pg 57 of the Spring Playbook) 

How did you DISCOVER the needs?  
Students (49), Staff (43-45), Parents (50), APORI (52), 
Diversity Profile (46-48), 

What actions will you DEVELOP and test?   
PL Plan and Other Strategies or initiatives (Fall Playbook)

What was impact and evidence you will 
DOCUMENT to reflect and share?  

What was the Impact? Did it move your learning 
community? What did you see/hear? (Fall Playbook)

School Playbook 2019/20 One Pager 
Gets you… to reflect on the process of discovering the needs in your school, defining goals toward these needs, developing actions and initiatives toward them and finally 
reflecting on artifacts and documenting evidence to determine next steps.  

Keep in mind… each step or phase is comprised of many steps and feedback and empathy for a variety of stakeholders. Learning isn’t always linear and siloed into phases, you 
may find your team looking ahead and looking back as you move through the year. 

Hindsight  
What was learned?  What new questions emerge?

Foresight:  
What are the next steps? 
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